COMMUNICATION AND SM POLICY FOR THE COMMISSIONS

- **Publication of events, information, resolutions and other communications**

The FBE itself publicizes its information, events, resolutions and other communications through its website, social media and a mailing to its member Bars.

No information, event, resolution or other communication may be disseminated in the name of the FBE or one of its commissions, without the prior agreement of the Secretariat of the Commissions referring to the FBE Presidency. To this effect, a notice regarding the planned information, event, resolution or other communication shall be sent to the Secretary of the Commissions.

The Bar organizing an FBE event, in which the FBE is associated or in which the FBE has granted its patronage shall not disseminate any communication before the FBE has ensured the publicity of the event.

The President of the Commission and its members shall not broadcast any communication on their personal communication channels before the FBE has ensured the publicity of the event.

- **Actualities of the Commission**

Each President of a Commission regularly sends the Secretary of the Commissions short reports on the committee’s activities for publication on the FBE’s social networks. This information is submitted to the Presidency before publication.

- **Request from the Commissions**

Any request from a President of a Commission to the Presidency shall be addressed to the Secretary of the Commissions, who will forward it to the Presidency with his comments.